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Machine learning algorithms are becoming increasingly prevalent and performant in the

reconstruction of events in accelerator-based neutrino experiments. These sophisticated

algorithms can be computationally expensive. At the same time, the data volumes of such

experiments are rapidly increasing. The demand to process billions of neutrino events with

many machine learning algorithm inferences creates a computing challenge. We explore a

computing model in which heterogeneous computing with GPU coprocessors is made

available as a web service. The coprocessors can be efficiently and elastically deployed to

provide the right amount of computing for a given processing task. With our approach,

Services for Optimized Network Inference on Coprocessors (SONIC), we integrate GPU

acceleration specifically for the ProtoDUNE-SP reconstruction chain without disrupting the

native computing workflow. With our integrated framework, we accelerate the most time-

consuming task, track and particle shower hit identification, by a factor of 17. This results in

a factor of 2.7 reduction in the total processing time when compared with CPU-only

production. For this particular task, only 1 GPU is required for every 68 CPU threads,

providing a cost-effective solution.

Keywords: machine learning, heterogeneous (CPU+GPU) computing, GPU (graphics processing unit), particle

physics, cloud computing (SaaS)

INTRODUCTION

Fundamental particle physics has pushed the boundaries of computing for decades. As detectors have
become more sophisticated and granular, particle beams more intense, and data sets larger, the
biggest fundamental physics experiments in the world have been confronted withmassive computing
challenges.

The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) (Abi et al., 2020), the future flagship

neutrino experiment based at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), will conduct a rich
program in neutrino and underground physics, including determination of the neutrino mass
hierarchy (Qian and Vogel, 2015) and measurements of CP violation (Nunokawa et al., 2008) in
neutrino mixing using a long baseline accelerator-based neutrino beam, detection andmeasurements
of atmospheric and solar neutrinos (Capozzi et al., 2019), searches for supernova neutrino bursts
(Scholberg, 2012) and neutrinos from other astronomical sources, and searches for physics at the
grand unification scale via proton decay (DUNE collaboration and Kudryavtsev, 2016).

The detectors will consist of four modules, of which at least three are planned to be 10 kton Liquid
Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPCs). Charged particles produced from neutrino or other
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particle interactions will travel through and ionize the argon, with
ionization electrons drifted over many meters in a strong electric
field and detected on planes of sensing wires or printed-circuit-
board charge collectors. The result is essentially a high-definition

image of a neutrino interaction, which naturally lends itself to
applications of machine learning (ML) techniques designed for
image classification, object detection, and semantic segmentation.
ML can also aid in other important applications, like noise
reduction and anomaly or region-of-interest detection.

Due to the number of channels and long readout times of the
detectors, the data volume produced by the detectors will be very
large: uncompressed continuous readout of a single module will
be nearly 1.5 TB per second. Because that amount of data is
impossible to collect and store, let alone process, and because
most of that data will not contain interactions of interest, a real-

time data selection scheme must be employed to identify data
containing neutrino interactions. With a limit on total bandwidth
of 30 PB of data per year for all DUNE modules, that data
selection scheme, with accompanying compression, must
effectively reduce the data rate by a factor of 103.

In addition to applications in real-time data selection,
accelerated ML inference that can scale to process large data
volumes will be important for offline reconstruction and selection
of neutrino interactions. The individual events are expected to
have a size on the order of a few gigabytes, and extended readout
events (associated, for example, with supernova burst events) may

be significantly larger, up to 120 TB per module. It will be a
challenge to efficiently analyze that data without an evolution of
the computing models and technology that can handle data
retrieval, transport, parallel processing, and storage in a
cohesive manner. Moreover, similar computing challenges
exist for a wide range of existing neutrino experiments such as
MicroBooNE (MicroBooNE collaboration et al., 2017) andNOνA
(Ayres et al., 2007).

In this paper, we focus on the acceleration of the inference of deep
ML models as a solution for processing large amounts of data in the
ProtoDUNE single-phase apparatus (ProtoDUNE-SP) (DUNE

Collaboration et al., 2020) reconstruction workflow. For
ProtoDUNE-SP, ML inference is the most computationally
intensive part of the full event processing chain and is run
repeatedly on hundreds of millions of events. A growing trend to
improve computing power has been the development of hardware
that is dedicated to accelerating certain kinds of computations.
Pairing a specialized coprocessor with a traditional CPU, referred
to as heterogeneous computing, greatly improves performance. These
specialized coprocessors utilize natural parallelization and provide
higher data throughput. In this study, the coprocessors employed are
graphics processing units (GPUs); however, the approach can

accommodate multiple types of coprocessors in the same
workflow. ML algorithms, and in particular deep neural networks,
are a driver of this computing architecture revolution.

For optimal integration of GPUs into the neutrino event
processing workflow, we deploy them “as a service.” The
specific approach is called Services for Optimized Network
Inference on Coprocessors (SONIC) (Krupa et al., 2020;
Duarte et al., 2019; Pedro, 2019), which employs a client-
server model. The primary processing job, including the

clients, runs on the CPU, as is typically done in particle
physics, and the ML model inference is performed on a GPU
server. This can be contrasted with a more traditional model with
a GPU directly connected to each CPU node. The SONIC

approach allows a more flexible computing architecture for
accelerating particle physics computing workflows, providing
the optimal number of heterogeneous computing resources for
a given task.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss
the related works that motivated and informed this study. In
Setup and Methodology, we describe the tasks for ProtoDUNE-SP
event processing and the specific reconstruction task for which an
ML algorithm has been developed. We detail how the GPU
coprocessors are integrated into the neutrino software
framework as a service on the client side and how we set up

and scale out GPU resources in the cloud. In Results, we present
the results, which include single job and batch job multi-CPU/
GPU latency and throughput measurements. Finally, in Summary
and Outlook, we summarize the study and discuss further
applications and future work.

Related Work
Inference as a service was first employed for particle physics in
Ref. (Duarte et al., 2019). This initial study utilized custom field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) manufactured by Intel Altera
and provided through the Microsoft Brainwave platform

(Caulfield et al., 2016). These FPGAs achieved low-latency,
high-throughput inference for large convolutional neural
networks such as ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) using single-
image batches. This acceleration of event processing was
demonstrated for the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), using a
simplified workflow focused on inference with small batch
sizes. Our study with GPUs for neutrino experiments focuses
on large batch size inferences. GPUs are used in elements of the
simulation of events in the IceCube Neutrino Observatory
(Halzen and Klein, 2010); recently, a burst for the elements

that run on GPUs was deployed at large scale (Sfiligoi et al.,
2020). The ALICE experiment at the LHC is planning to use
GPUs for real-time processing and data compression of their
Time Project Chamber subdetectors (ALICE Collaboration and
Rohr, 2020). The LHCb experiment at the LHC is considering
using GPUs for the first level of their trigger system (Aaij et al.,
2020).

Modern deep ML algorithms have been embraced by the
neutrino reconstruction community because popular computer
vision and image processing techniques are highly compatible
with the neutrino reconstruction task and the detectors that

collect the data. NOνA has applied a custom convolutional
neural network (CNN), inspired by GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al.,
2015), to the classification of neutrino interactions for their
segmented liquid scintillator-based detector (Aurisano et al.,
2016). MicroBooNE, which uses a LArTPC detector, has
conducted an extensive study of various CNN architectures
and demonstrated their effectiveness in classifying and
localizing single particles in a single wire plane, classifying
neutrino events and localizing neutrino interactions in a single
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plane, and classifying neutrino events using all three planes
(MicroBooNE collaboration et al., 2017). In addition,
MicroBooNE has applied a class of CNNs, known as semantic
segmentation networks, to 2D images formed from real data
acquired from the LArTPC collection plane, in order to classify

each pixel as being associated with an EM particle, other type of
particle, or background (MicroBooNE et al., 2019). DUNE, which
will also use LArTPC detectors, has implemented a CNN based
on the SE-ResNet (Hu et al., 2018) architecture to classify
neutrino interactions in simulated DUNE far detector events
(DUNE Collaboration et al., 2006). Lastly, a recent effort has
successfully demonstrated an extension of the 2D pixel-level
semantic segmentation network from MicroBooNE to three
dimensions, using submanifold sparse convolutional networks
(Graham and van der Maaten, 2017; Dominé and Terao, 2020).

SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

In this study, we focus on a specific computing workflow, the
ProtoDUNE-SP reconstruction chain, to demonstrate the power
and flexibility of the SONIC approach. ProtoDUNE-SP, assembled
and tested at the CERNNeutrino Platform (the NP04 experiment at
CERN) (Pietropaolo, 2017), is designed to act as a test bed and full-

scale prototype for the elements of the first far detector module of
DUNE. It is currently the largest LArTPC ever constructed and is
vital to develop the technology required for DUNE. This includes the
reconstruction algorithms that will extract physics objects from the
data obtained using LArTPC detectors, as well as the associated
computing workflows.

In this section, we will first describe the ProtoDUNE-SP
reconstruction workflow and the ML model that is the current
computing bottleneck. We will then describe the SONIC approach
and how it was integrated into the LArTPC reconstruction software
framework. Finally, we will describe how this approach can be scaled
up to handle even larger workflows with heterogeneous computing.

ProtoDUNE-SP Reconstruction
The workflow used in this paper is the full offline reconstruction
chain for the ProtoDUNE-SP detector, which is a good

representative of event reconstruction in present and future
accelerator-based neutrino experiments. In each event, ionizing
particles pass through the liquid argon, emitting scintillation light
that is recorded by photodetectors. The corresponding pulses are

reconstructed as optical hits. These hits are grouped into flashes from
which various parameters are determined, including time of arrival,
spatial characteristics, and number of photoelectrons detected.

After the optical reconstruction stage, the workflow proceeds
to the reconstruction of LArTPC wire hits. Figure 1 shows a 6
GeV/c electron event in the ProtoDUNE detector.

Reconstruction begins by applying a deconvolution procedure
to recover the original waveforms by disentangling the effects of
electronics and field responses after noise mitigation. The
deconvolved waveforms are then used to find and reconstruct
wire hits, providing information such as time and collected

charge. Once the wire hits have been reconstructed, the 2D
information provided by the hits in each plane is combined
with that from the other planes in order to reconstruct 3D
space points. This information is primarily used to resolve
ambiguities caused by the induction wires in one plane
wrapping around into another plane.

The disambiguated collection of reconstructed 2D hits is then
fed into the next stage, which consists of a modular set of
algorithms provided by the Pandora software development kit
(Marshall and Thomson, 2013). This stage finds the high-level
objects associated with particles, like tracks, showers, and vertices,

and assembles them into a hierarchy of parent-daughter nodes
that ultimately point back to the candidate neutrino interaction.

The final module in the chain, EmTrackMichelId, is an ML
algorithm that classifies reconstructed wire hits as being track-
like, shower-like, or Michel electron-like (Michel, 1950). This
algorithm begins by constructing 48 × 48 pixel images whose two
dimensions are the time t and the wire number w in the plane.
These images, called patches, are centered on the peak time and
wire number of the reconstructed hit being classified. The value of
each pixel corresponds to the measured charge deposition in the
deconvolved waveforms for the wire number and time interval

associated with the row and column, respectively, of the pixel.
Inference is performed on these patches using a convolutional
neural network. Importantly, over the entire ProtoDUNE-SP
detector, there are many 48 × 48 patches to be classified, such
that a typical event may have ∼ 55, 000 patches to process.
Because of the way the data is processed per wire plane, those
∼ 55, 000 patches are processed in batches with average sizes of
either 235 or 1693. We will explore the performance implications
of this choice in the next section.

CNN Model for Track Identification
The neural network (Figure 2) employed by the
EmTrackMichelId module of the ProtoDUNE-SP
reconstruction chain consists of a 2D convolutional layer
followed by two fully connected (FC) layers. The
convolutional layer takes each of the 48 × 48 pixel patches
described in ProtoDUNE-SP Reconstruction and applies 48
separate 5 × 5 convolutions to it, using stride lengths of 1, to
produce 48 corresponding 44 × 44 pixel feature maps. These
feature maps are then fed into the first fully connected (FC)

FIGURE 1 | A 6 GeV/c electron event in the ProtoDUNE detector. The x

axis shows the wire number. The y axis shows the time tick in the unit of

0.5 μs. The color scale represents the charge deposition. DUNE Collaboration

et al. (2020a)
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layer consisting of 128 neurons, which is, in turn, connected to
the second FC layer of 32 neurons. Rectified linear unit (ReLU)

activation functions are applied after the convolutional layer
and each of the two FC layers. Dropout layers are implemented
between the convolutional layer and the first FC layer and
between the two FC layers to help prevent overfitting. The
second FC layer splits into two separate branches. The first
branch terminates in three outputs that are constrained to a
sum of one by a softmax activation function, and the second
branch terminates in a single output with a sigmoid activation
function that limits its value within a range of 0–1. The output
of the network is split in this way due to the overlap of the
shower and Michel electron classes. The second branch helps

improve the efficiency of tagging hits produced by the Michel
electrons, which are due to low energy shower activity. The
total number of trainable parameters in this model is
11,900,420.

GPU Inference as a Service With LArSoft
ProtoDUNE-SP reconstruction code is based on the LArSoft C++
software framework (Snider and Petrillo, 2017), which provides a
common set of tools shared by many LArTPC-based neutrino
experiments. Within this framework, EmTrackMichelId, which is
described in ProtoDUNE-SP Reconstruction, is a LArSoft

“module” that makes use of the PointIdAlg “algorithm.”
EmTrackMichelId passes the wire number and peak time
associated with a hit to PointIdAlg, which constructs the patch
and performs the inference task to classify it.

In this study, we follow the SONIC approach that is also in
development for other particle physics applications. It is a client-
server model, in which the coprocessor hardware used to
accelerate the neural network inference is separate from the
CPU client and accessed as a (web) service. The neural

network inputs are sent via TCP/IP network communication
to the GPU. In this case, a synchronous, blocking call is used. This

means that the thread makes the web service request and then
waits for the response from the server side, only proceeding once
the server sends back the network output. In ProtoDUNE-SP, the
CPU usage of the workflow, described in ProtoDUNE-SP
Reconstruction, is dominated by the neural network inference.
Therefore, a significant increase in throughput can still be
achieved despite including the latency from the remote call
while the CPU waits for the remote inference. An
asynchronous, non-blocking call would be slightly more
efficient, as it would allow the CPU to continue with other
work while the remote call was ongoing. However, this would

require significant development in LArSoft for applications of
task-based multithreading, as described in Ref. (Bocci et al.,
2020).

The ModelInterface class in LArSoft is used by PointIdAlg to
access the underlying ML model that performs the inference.
Previously, this inference was performed locally on a CPU using
the TfModelInterface subclass ofModelInterface. In this work, the
functionality to access the GPU as a service was realized by
implementing the C++ client interface, provided by the Nvidia
Triton inference server (Nvidia, 2019), in a new ModelInterface
subclass called tRTisModelInterface. In this new subclass, the

patches constructed by PointIdAlg are put into the proper format
and transmitted to the GPU server for processing, while a
blocking operation ensues until inference results are received
from the server. Communication between the client and server is
achieved through remote procedure calls based on gRPC (Google,
2018). The desired model interface subclass to use is selected and
its parameters specified at run time by the user through a FHiCL
(The Fermilab Hierarchical Configuration Language)
configuration file. The code is found in the LArSoft/larrecodnn

FIGURE 2 | Architecture of the neural network used by the EmTrackMichelIdmodule in the ProtoDUNE-SP reconstruction chain, a convolutional (2DConv) layer is

flattened to two fully connected layers.
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package (Garren et al., 2020). On the server side, we deploy
NVidia T4 GPUs targeting data center acceleration. Figure 3

illustrates how EmTrackMichelId, PointIdAlg, andModelInterface
interact with each other. It also shows how each of the two
available subclasses, TfModelInterface and tRTisModelInterface,
access the underlying model.

This flexible approach has several advantages:

• Rather than requiring one coprocessor per CPU with a direct

connection over PCIe, many worker nodes can send requests
to a single GPU, as depicted in Figure 4. This allows
heterogeneous resources to be allocated and re-allocated
based on demand and task, providing significant flexibility
and potential cost reduction. The CPU-GPU system can be
“right-sized” to the task at hand, and with modern server
orchestration tools, described in the next section, it can
elastically deploy coprocessors.

• There is a reduced dependency on open-source ML
frameworks in the experimental code base. Otherwise, the
experiment would be required to integrate and support
separate C++ APIs for every framework in use.

• In addition to coprocessor resource scaling flexibility, this
approach allows the event processing to use multiple types of
heterogeneous computing hardware in the same job, making it
possible tomatch the computing hardware to theML algorithm.
The system could, for example, use both FPGAs and GPUs

servers to accelerate different tasks in the same workflow.

There are also challenges to implementing a computing model
that accesses coprocessors as a service. Orchestration of the
client-server model can be more complicated, though we find
that this is facilitated with modern tools like the Triton inference
server and Kubernetes. In Summary and Outlook, we will discuss
future plans to demonstrate production at full scale. Networking

FIGURE 3 | The interaction between EmTrackMichelId, PointIdAlg, andModelInterface, described in the text, is depicted in the figure above. CPU-only inference is

provided by TfModelInterface, while GPU-accelerated inference, via the GPUaaS approach, is provided by tRTisModelInterface.

FIGURE 4 | Depiction of the client-server model using Triton where multiple CPU processes on the client side are accessing the AI model on the server side.
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from client to server incurs additional latency, which may lead to

bottlenecks from limited bandwidth. For this particular
application, we account for and measure the additional latency
from network bandwidth, and it is a small, though non-negligible,
contribution to the overall processing.

The Triton software also handles load balancing for servers that
provide multiple GPUs, further increasing the flexibility of the
server. In addition, the Triton server can hostmultiplemodels from
various ML frameworks. One particularly powerful feature of the
Triton inference server is dynamic batching, which combines
multiple requests into optimally-sized batches in order to
perform inference as efficiently as possible for the task at hand.

This effectively enables simultaneous processing of multiple events
without any changes to the experiment software framework, which
assumes one event is processed at a time.

Kubernetes Scale out
We performed tests on many different combinations of
computing hardware, which provided a deeper understanding
of networking limitations within both Google Cloud and on-
premises data centers. Even though the Triton Inference Server
does not consume significant CPU power, the number of CPU
cores provisioned for the node did have an impact on the

maximum ingress bandwidth achieved in the early tests.
To scale the NVidia T4 GPU throughput flexibly, we deployed

a Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) cluster for server-side
workloads. The cluster is deployed in the US-Central data
center, which is located in Iowa; this impacts the data travel
latency. The cluster was configured using a Deployment and
ReplicaSet. These are Kubernetes artifacts for application
deployment, management and control. They hold resource
requests, container definitions, persistent volumes, and other
information describing the desired state of the containerized
infrastructure. Additionally, a load-balancing service to

distribute incoming network traffic among the Pods was

deployed. We implemented Prometheus-based monitoring,
which provided insight into three aspects: system metrics for
the underlying virtual machine, Kubernetes metrics on the overall
health and state of the cluster, and inference-specific metrics
gathered from the Triton Inference Server via a built-in
Prometheus publisher. All metrics were visualized through a
Grafana instance, also deployed within the same cluster. The
setup is depicted in Figure 5.

A Pod is a group of one or more containers with shared storage
and network, and a specification for how to run the containers. A
Pod’s contents are always co-located and co-scheduled, and run

in a shared context within Kubernetes Nodes (Kubernetes, 2020).
We kept the Pod to Node ratio at 1:1 throughout the studies, with
each Pod running an instance of the Triton Inference Server
(v20.02-py3) from the Nvidia Docker repository. The Pod
hardware requests aim to maximize the use of allocatable
virtual CPU (vCPU) and memory and to use all GPUs
available to the container.

In this scenario, it can be naively assumed that a small instance
n1-standard-2 with 2 vCPUs, 7.5GB of memory, and different
GPU configurations (1, 2, 4, or 8) would be able to handle the
workload, which would be distributed evenly on GPUs. After

performing several tests, we found that horizontal scaling would
allow us to increase our ingress bandwidth, because Google Cloud
imposes a hard limit on network bandwidth of 2Gbps per vCPU,
up to a theoretical maximum of 16Gbps for each virtual machine
(Google, 2020).

Given these parameters, we found that the ideal setup for
optimizing ingress bandwidth was to provision multiple Pods on
16-vCPUmachines with fewer GPUs per Pod. For GPU-intensive
tests, we took advantage of having a single point of entry, with
Kubernetes balancing the load and provisioning multiple
identical Pods behind the scenes, with the total GPU

FIGURE 5 | The Google Kubernetes Engine setup which demonstrates how the Local Compute FermiGrid farm communicates with the GPU server and how the

server is orchestrated through Kubernetes.
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requirement defined as the sum of the GPUs attached to
each Pod.

RESULTS

Using the setup described in the previous section to deploy GPUs
as a service (GPUaaS) to accelerate machine learning inference,
we measure the performance and compare against the default
CPU-only workflow in ProtoDUNE-SP.

First, we describe the baseline CPU-only performance. We
then measure the server-side performance in different testing
configurations, in both standalone and realistic conditions.

Finally, we scale up the workflow and make detailed
measurements of performance. We also derive a scaling model
for how we expect performance to scale and compare it to our
measured results.

CPU-Only Baseline
To compare against our heterogeneous computing system, we
first measure the throughput of the CPU-only process. The
workflow processes events from a Monte Carlo simulation of
cosmic ray events in ProtoDUNE-SP, produced with the Corsika
generator (Heck et al., 1998). The radiological backgrounds,

including 39Ar, 42Ar, 222Rn, and 85Kr, are also simulated
using the RadioGen module in LArSoft. Each event
corresponds to a 3ms readout window with a sampling rate of
0.5μs per time tick. The total number of electronic channels is
15,360. A white noise model with an RMS of 2.5ADC was used.
The workflows are executed on grid worker nodes running
Scientific Linux 7, with CPU types shown in Table 1. The
fraction of all clients that ran with an average client-side batch
size of 1693 for each CPU type is shown in the second column of
this table. Of these clients, 64% of them ran on nodes with
10Gbps network interface cards (NICs) and the remainder ran on

nodes with 1Gbps NICs.
We measure the time it takes for each module in the

reconstruction chain to run. We divide them into 2 basic
categories: the non-ML modules and the ML module. The
time values are given in Table 2. Of the CPU time in the ML
module, we measure that 7 s is dedicated to data preprocessing
to prepare for neural network inference, and the rest of the time,
213 s, from the module is spent in inference. This is the baseline

performance to which we will compare our results using
GPUaaS. It is important to know that further CPU
optimization could improve performance, but would require
drastic changes either to the workflows (multi-threaded ML
inference in LArSoft) or to the software integration. In this
study, we compare our approach against the “out-of-the-box”

CPU implementation where the only addition on our end is a
non-disruptive GPU service.

Server-Side Performance
To get a standardized measure of the performance, we first use
standard tools for benchmarking the GPU performance. Then we
perform a stress test on our GPUaaS instance to understand the
server-side performance under high load.

Server Standalone Performance
The baseline performance of the GPU server running the

EmTrackMichelId model is measured using the perf_client
tool included in the Nvidia Triton inference server package.
The tool emulates a simple client by generating requests over a
defined time period. It then returns the latency and
throughput, repeating the test until the results are stable.
We define the baseline performance as the throughput
obtained at the saturation point of the model on the GPU.
We attain this by increasing the client-side request
concurrency—the maximum number of unanswered
requests by the client—until the throughput saturates. We
find that the model reaches this limit quickly at a client-side

concurrency of only 2 requests. At this point, the throughput
is determined to be 20, 000 ± 2, 000 inferences per second.
This corresponds to an event processing time of 2.7 ± 0.3 s.
This is the baseline expectation of the performance of the GPU
server.

Saturated Server Stress Test
To understand the behavior of the GPU server performance in a
more realistic setup, we set up many simultaneous CPU processes
to make inference requests to the GPU. This saturates the GPUs,
keeping the pipeline of inference requests as full as possible. We
measure several quantities from the GPU server in this scenario.
To maximize throughput, we activate the dynamic batching
feature of Triton, which allows the server to combine multiple
requests together in order to take advantage of the efficient batch
processing of the GPU. This requires only one line in the server

configuration file.
In this setup, we run 400 simultaneous CPU processes that

send requests to the GPU inference server. This is the same
compute farm described in CPU-Only Baseline. The jobs are held

TABLE 1 | CPU types and distribution for the grid worker nodes used for the “big-

batch” clients (see text for more details).

CPU type Fraction (%)

AMD EPYC 7502 @ 2.5 GHz 11.7

AMD Opteron 6134 @ 2.3 GHz 0.6

AMD Opteron 6376 @ 2.3 GHz 4.6

Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 @ 2.6 GHz 30.8

Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 @ 2.3 GHz 5.2

Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 @ 2.3 GHz 7.3

Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 @ 2.4 GHz 17.3

Intel Xeon Gold 6140 @ 2.3 GHz 22.6

TABLE 2 | The average CPU-only wall time per job for the different module

categories.

ML module non-ML modules Total

Wall time (s)

220 110 330
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in an idle state until all jobs are allocated CPU resources and all
input files are transferred to local storage on the grid worker

nodes, at which point the event processing begins simultaneously.
This ensures that the GPU server is handling inference requests
from all the CPU processes at the same time. This test uses a batch
size of 1693. We monitor the following performance metrics of
the GPU server in 10 min intervals:

• GPU server throughput: for the 4-GPU server, we measure
that the server is performing about 122,000 inferences per second
for large batch and dynamic batching; this amounts to 31,000
inferences per second per GPU. This is shown in Figure 6 (top
left). This is higher than the measurement from the standalone
performance client, by a factor of ∼ 1.5. For large batch and no

dynamic batching, we observe similar throughput, while for small
batch and no dynamic batching, we find that performance is a bit
worse, close to the standalone client performance at 22,000 inf/
s/GPU.

• GPU processing usage: we monitor how occupied the GPU
processing units are. We find that the GPU is ∼ 60%
occupied during saturated processing. This is shown in
Figure 6 (top right).

• GPU batch throughput: we measure how many batches of
inferences are processed by the server. The batch size sent by the

CPU processor is 1693 on average, but dynamic batching prefers
to run at a typical batch size of 5,358. This is shown in Figure 6

(bottom).

Scale out Modeling
In the previous section, we discussed in detail the GPU server
performance. With that information, we study in detail the
performance of the entire system and the overall improvement
expected in throughput.

To describe important elements of the as-a-service computing
model, we first define some concepts and variables. Many of these

elements have been described in previous sections, but we collect
them here to present a complete model.

• tCPU is the total time for CPU-only inference as described in
CPU-Only Baseline. This is measured to be 330 s.

• p is the fraction of tCPU which can be accelerated, and
conversely 1 − p is the fraction of the processing that is not being
accelerated. The ML inference task takes 220 s, but we subtract

FIGURE 6 | Top left: The number of inferences per second processed by the 4-GPU server, which saturates at approximately 126,000. Top right: The GPU usage,

which peaks around 60%. Bottom: The number of total batches processed by the 4-GPU server. The incoming batches are sent to the server with size 1693, but are

combined up to size 5,358 for optimal performance.
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tpreprocess, the time required for data preprocessing, which still
occurs on the CPU even when the algorithm is offloaded to the
GPU. This results in p � 0.65.

• tGPU is the time explicitly spent doing inference on the GPU.

We measure this to be 22,000–31,000 inferences per second
depending on whether or not dynamic batching is used. For
55,000 inferences per event, this turns out to be 1.77 s (2.5 s) when
dynamic batching is enabled (disabled with small batch).

• tpreprocess is the time spent on the CPU for preprocessing to
prepare the input data to be transmitted to the server in the
correct format. This is measured to be 7 s.

• ttransmit is the latency incurred from transmitting the neural
network input data. For 55,000 inferences per event, with each

input a 48 × 48 image at 32 bits, the total amount of data
transmitted is about 4.1Gigabits per event. Kubernetes Scale
out specifies that each CPU process is allocated a 2Gbps link
on the server side while CPU-Only Baseline specifies 1Gbps or
10Gbps link speed on the client side. Therefore the
communication bottleneck varies between 1Gbps and 2Gbps
such that the total latency for transmitting data is between 2.05 s
and 4.1 s.

• ttravel is the travel latency to go from the Fermilab data center,
which hosts the CPU processes, to the GCP GPUs. This depends
on the number of requests Nrequest and the latency per request

trequest. The latter can vary based on networking conditions, but
we measure it to be roughly 12ms. The small batch size of 256
images requires Nrequest � 214 to transmit the 55,000 images,
while the large batch size of 1720 images requires Nrequest � 32.
Given these parameters, we find that the travel latency is 2.6 s
(0.38 s) for small (large) batch size.

• tlatency � tpreprocess + ttransmit + ttravel summarizes the
additional latency distinct from the actual GPU processing.

• tideal is the total processing time assuming the GPU is
always available; this is described in more detail in the next

section.
• NCPU and NGPU are the numbers of simultaneously running

CPU and GPU processors, respectively.

With each element of the system latency now defined, we can
model the performance of SONIC. Initially, we assume blocking
modules and zero communication latency. We define p as the
fraction of the event which can be accelerated, such that the total
time of a CPU-only job is trivially defined as:

tCPU � (1 − p) × tCPU + p × tCPU (1)

We replace the time for the accelerated module with the GPU
latency terms:

tideal � (1 − p) × tCPU + tGPU + tlatency. (2)

This reflects the ideal scenario when the GPU is always available
for the CPU job. We also include tlatency, which accounts for the
preprocessing, bandwidth, and travel time to the GPU. The value
of tGPU is fixed, unless the GPU is saturated with requests. We

define this condition as how many GPU requests can be made
while a single CPU is processing an event. The GPU saturation
condition is therefore defined as:

NCPU

NGPU

>
tideal

tGPU
. (3)

Here, tideal is equivalent to Eq. (2), the processing time assuming
there is no saturated GPU. There are two conditions, unsaturated
and saturated GPU, which correspond to NCPU

NGPU
<

tideal
tGPU

and
NCPU

NGPU
>

tideal
tGPU

, respectively. We can compute the total latency
(tSONIC ) to account for both cases:

tSONIC � (1 − p) × tCPU + tGPU[1 +max(0, NCPU

NGPU

−
tideal

tGPU
)]

+ tlatency. (4)

Therefore, the total latency is constant when the GPUs are not
saturated and increases linearly in the saturated case proportional
to tGPU. Substituting Eq. (2) for tideal, the saturated case
simplifies to:

tSONIC � tGPU ×
NCPU

NGPU

. (5)

Measurements Deploying SONIC
To test the performance of the SONIC approach, we use the setup
described in the “server stress test” in Server-Side Performance.
We vary the number of simultaneous jobs from 1 to 400 CPU
processes. To test different computing model configurations, we
run the inference with two different batch sizes: 235 (small batch)
and 1693 (large batch). This size is specified at run time through a
parameter for the EmTrackMichelId module in the FHiCL (The
Fermilab Hierarchical Configuration Language) configuration file
describing the workflow. With the small batch size, inferences are
carried out in approximately 235 batches per event. Increasing the
batch size to 1693 reduces the number of inference calls sent to

the Triton server to 32 batches per event, which decreases the
travel latency. We also test the performance impact of enabling or
disabling dynamic batching on the server.

In Figure 7 (left), we show the performance results for the
latency of the EmTrackMichelId module for small batch size vs.
large batch size, with dynamic batching turned off. The most
important performance feature is the basic trend. The processing
time is flat as a function of the number of simultaneous CPU
processes up to 190 (270) processes for small (large) batch size.
After that, the processing time begins to grow, as the GPU server
becomes saturated and additional latency is incurred while

service requests are being queued. For example, in the large
batch case, the performance of the EmTrackMichelId module
is constant whether there are 1 or 270 simultaneous CPU
processes making requests to the server. Therefore, using less
than 270 simultaneous CPU processes for the 4-GPU server is an
inefficient use of the GPU resources; and we find that the optimal
ratio of CPU processes to a single GPU is 68:1.

As described in Scale out Modeling, 7 s of the module time is
spent on the CPU for preprocessing to prepare the inputs for
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neural network inference. The term ttravel is computed based on a
measured round trip ping time of 12ms for a single service

request. Therefore, for small (large) batch size, the total ttravel per
event is 2.6 s (0.38 s). The difference between the corresponding
processing times for the different batch sizes roughly corresponds
to the 2.22 s difference in ttravel times. We also see that in the small
batch size configuration, the GPU server saturates earlier, at about
190 simultaneous CPU processes. In comparison, the large batch
size server saturates at about 270 simultaneous processes. This is
because the GPU is more efficient with larger batch size: at a batch
size of 235 (1693), the GPU server can process about 80,000
(125,000) images per second. The overall performance using the
SONIC approach is compared to the model from Scale out

Modeling. We see that performance matches fairly well with
our expectations.

In Figure 7 (right), we show the performance of the SONIC
approach for large batch size with dynamic batching enabled or
disabled, considering up to 400 simultaneous CPU processes. We
find that at large batch size, for our particular model, the large
batch size of 1693 is already optimal and the performance is the
same with or without dynamic batching. We also find that the
model for large batch size matches the data well.

We stress that, until the GPU server is saturated, the
EmTrackMichelId module now takes about 13 s per event in

the most optimal configuration. This should be compared
against the CPU-based inference, which takes 220 s on
average. The EmTrackMichelId module is accelerated by a
factor of 17, and the total event processing time goes from
330 s to 123 s on average, a factor of 2.7 reduction in the
overall processing time. The results are summarized in Table 3.

Server-Side Performance
Finally, it is important to note that throughout our studies using
commercially available cloud computing, we have observed that
there are variations in the GPU performance. This could result
from a number of factors beyond our control, related to how CPU
and GPU resources are allocated and configured in the cloud.
Often, these factors are not even exposed to the users and
therefore difficult to monitor. That said, the GPU

performance, i.e. the number of inferences per second, is a
non-dominant contribution to the total job latency. Volatility
in the GPU throughput primarily affects the ratio of CPU
processes to GPUs. We observe variations at the 30%–40%
level, and in this study, we generally present conservative
performance numbers.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this study, we demonstrate for the first time the power of
accessing GPUs as a service with the Services for Optimized
Network Inference on Coprocessors (SONIC) approach to
accelerate computing for neutrino experiments. We integrate
the Nvidia Triton inference server into the LArSoft software
framework, which is used for event processing and reconstruction
in liquid argon neutrino experiments. We explore the specific
example of the ProtoDUNE-SP reconstruction workflow. The
reconstruction processing time is dominated by the
EmTrackMichelId module, which runs neural network

inference for a fairly traditional convolutional neural network
algorithm over thousands of patches of the ProtoDUNE-SP
detector. In the standard CPU-only workflow, the module
consumes 65% of the overall CPU processing time.

We explore the SONIC approach, which abstracts the neural
network inference as a web service. A 4-GPU server is deployed
using the Nvidia Triton inference server, which includes powerful
features such as load balancing and dynamic batching. The
inference server is orchestrated using Google Cloud Platform’s
Kubernetes Engine. The SONIC approach provides flexibility in
dynamically scaling the GPUaaS to match the inference requests

FIGURE 7 | Processing time for the EmTrackMichelIdmodule as a function of simultaneous CPU processes, using a Google Kubernetes 4-GPU cluster. Left: small

batch size vs. large batch size, with dynamic batching turned off. Right: large batch size performance with dynamic batching turned on and off. In both plots, the dotted

lines indicate the predictions of the latency model, specifically Eq. (4).

TABLE 3 | A comparison of results in Table 2 with results using GPUaaS.

ML module non-ML modules Total

Wall time (s)

CPU only 220 110 330

CPU + GPUaaS 13 110 123
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from the CPUs, right-sizing the heterogeneous resources for
optimal usage of computing. It also provides flexibility in
dealing with different machine learning (ML) software
frameworks and tool flows, which are constantly improving

and changing, as well as flexibility in the heterogeneous
computing hardware itself, such that different GPUs, FPGAs,
or other coprocessors could be deployed together to accelerate
neural network algorithms. In this setup, the EmTrackMichelId
module is accelerated by a factor of 17, and the total event
processing time goes from 330 s to 123 s on average resulting
in a factor of 2.7 reduction in the overall processing time. We find
that the optimal ratio of GPUs to simultaneous CPU processes
is 1–68.

With these promising results, there are a number of interesting
directions for further studies.

• Integration into full-scale production: A natural next step
is to deploy this workflow at full scale, moving from 400
simultaneous CPU processes up to 1000–2000. While this
should be fairly straightforward, there will be other interesting
operational challenges to be able to run multiple production
campaigns. For example, the ability to instantiate the server as
needed from the client side would be preferable. The GPU
resources should scale in an automated way when they
become saturated. There are also operational challenges to
ensure the right model is being served and server-side
metadata is preserved automatically.

• Server platforms: Related to the point above, physics
experiments would ultimately prefer to run the servers
without relying on the cloud, instead using local servers in
lab and university data centers. Preliminary tests have been
conducted with a single GPU server at the Fermilab Feynman
Computing Center. Larger-scale tests are necessary, including
the use of cluster orchestration platforms. Finally, a similar
setup should be explored at high performance computing
(HPC) centers, where a large amount of GPU resources may
be available.

• Further GPU optimization: Thus far, the studies have not

explored significant optimization of the actual GPU operations.
In this paper, a standard 32-bit floating point implementation of
the model was loaded in the Triton inference server. A simple
extension would be to try model optimization using 8-bit or 16-
bit operations. This would further improve the GPU performance
and thereby increase the optimal CPU-to-GPU ratio. More
involved training-side optimizations might yield similar
physics performance at a reduced computational cost. For
example, quantization-aware training tools such as QKeras
(Coelho et al., 2020) and Brevitas (Pappalardo et al., 2020)
could maintain performance at reduced precision better than

simple post-training quantization.
• More types of heterogeneous hardware: In this study, we

have deployed GPUs as a service, while in other studies, FPGAs
and ASICs as a service were also explored. For this particular
model and use case, with large batch sizes, GPUs already perform
very well. However, the inference for other ML algorithms may be
more optimal on different types of heterogeneous computing

hardware. Therefore, it is important to study our workflow for
other platforms and types of hardware.

By capitalizing on the synergy of ML and parallel computing
technology, we have introduced SONIC, a non-disruptive

computing model that provides accelerated heterogeneous
computing with coprocessors, to neutrino physics computing.
We have demonstrated large speed improvements in the
ProtoDUNE-SP reconstruction workflow and anticipate more
applications across neutrino physics and high energy physics
more broadly.
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